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Abstract 
Online Restaurant Management systems are progressive business and day by day this 

business popularity has been raise. The business man mainly focusing on the 

customer’s satisfaction that’s why they are create the website by the highly skilled 

developers and also this system will be manageable by computer. Customers will be 

able to order their favorite food items from the menu. If the customers want then they 

can order their food items at any time from anyplace. At first, customer has to fill their 

information for registration. The project system is online based and it will provide 

various advantages for customers like customers select their favorite food, conservation 

tables etc. The database system provides high security because data and information 

will be kept here. Wherein, from the system defective any kind of data or information will 

be almost impossible.  
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1. Introduction   
When anyone wants to develop a system, firstly that person checked the current system 

and picked up some data which will be related with new system because it is essential 

to explore the arrived system. I start to an investigation on various restaurant when I 

design to create an online restaurant management system then I notice that, how some 

of the restaurant association are running their business. Also I found out, how they are 

kept the customers details, staff details, order details etc. I will explain some of the 

intimation, issues and solution in this section that are related with this project and are 

much more likely to happen into this project. Immediately, my main goal will be to 

implement the objectives and goals into the project by following specific processes, 

efficiencies, strategies and possibilities.  
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2. Elementary Study 

2.1 Project Background 

Worldwide, the restaurant business is one of the leading businesses in providing ready-

made food for customers. Based on everyday work they have to set aside time for 

certain tasks which is very annoying. I am working to create a kind of system which will 

instinctively modify the everyday operation of the restaurant. It will be time consuming 

for the management staff of the restaurant. The system will provide all of the advantage 

which is necessary for the restaurant management staffs and customers. The 

management staffs can easily manage staff details, food details, payment method and 

other works which will be created by the customers like customer’s details, customers’ 

orders and customer’s comments. Through the system, the restaurant management 

staff provides services such as online menu chart; also through the online the 

customers provide the own information, food ordering and provide total amount of food 

items which has been orders by the bkash payment system. The menus of different 

food items that will be provided by the restaurant will be shown in different categories. 

Whenever customer orders an item, they will be able to see the recipe of that item also. 

The system will change all the previous paper works that had been made before and 

made all the data digitalized and kept them all in digital system. In this system, there will 

be two types of ordering system, one will be for dine in orders and another one will be 

for take away orders which will be able to create any time and any place except inside 

the restaurant. They have to give their information as per the rules of the restaurant in 

the system. They can do registration through online on the restaurant’s website. 

Customers must have to do registration for take away orders to avoid the fake orders 

because it is helpful for the management staff.   
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2.2 Aims of Project 

One of the monumental goals of my project that is computerized all part of the schema 

that has been happened in the restaurant. There will be a database system where the 

important information will be hidden safely except any kind of losing. if the information is 

lost than intimation can be easily rescue from the backup system. 

 The main goal of this project is to create restaurant management software that 

will save time between both the customer and the restaurant management staffs. 

 The system will ensure better control over the all the tasks that have been made 

in restaurant. 

 The system will provide monthly reports which will help the owner of the 

restaurant to calculate the earnings and the costs of the restaurant which will 

help to analyze if they are spending in right way or not. 

 All the reports will be generated from all the data which will help the manager to 

make suitable decisions for doing the restaurant business. 

 Suitable business decision for the restaurant.  

2.3 Objectives of Project 

 It will expedite conversation between restaurant management staff and 

customers.  The restaurants will improvement proficiency through the system. 

 Customers can take the decision for orders after scene the menu by the system. 

 By the system owner will know about the business like staff attendance, 

customer orders and store details etc. even the management staff not present 

into the restaurant. 

 To ensure the booking, owners will be able to login as admin. 
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 The Admin will be able to input information about Restaurants and its Items. 

 It will minimize paper based works as soon as possible. 

2.4 Project Opportunity 
For Admin: 

 Admin can view, add, update and delete food menus. 

 Admin can view, add, update and delete categories. 

 Admin can view orders list and delivery time.  

 Admin can view the reports such as monthly, weekly basis.  

For Customers: 

 Customer can view food menu and food details.  

 Customer can view highest foods orders and previous order history  

 Customer can order foods through online from the anywhere. They can also 

order from dine in. In this case there will be no need to wait for waiter to give 

order. The order will be directly sent to the kitchen staff.  

 The registered customer will get food suggestion based on their activities 

 The registered customer can give review and comments over the food item. 

 2.5 Problem Area of current Project 

At present time, the restaurant business are playing a vital role in our diurnal lives 

because peoples of the modern time specially youth generation likes to eat several 

flavors and food that are not available at home. The kind of food the customer wants is 

available in the restaurant, so customers are leaning more towards the restaurant. 

That’s why the sales of restaurants have reached a higher peak and other peoples want 

to run a restaurant business. As a matter of fact, the restaurant authorized suffers many 

problems for their business like sales, cost and customers complain etc. but the 

restaurant staffs don’t know about this matter. 
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The most important problem is the maximum customers don’t want to bring the foods 

from restaurant but they want to order their beloved food items through online. In that 

case, the restaurant authorized recruited sales workers have to be. On the other hand, 

the customers do not want to give the service charge. If the customer had to go to the 

restaurant for order the food of his choice, he would have to wait for the waiter, then he 

would have to order and he could wait a little time again in some cases is to take more 

time to serve the orders and finally customers eat the orders items, also there is the 

cost of coming and going but the customers don't understand it that they are getting 

food at home to relax. Even, the customers easily cancel their orders if is not needed. 

Seen at various times, customers provide badly Behaves with waiter, manager and if 

the food is bad, the manager has no scope to talk 

2.6 Problem Solution  

After analyzing the common problems that are appear in the restaurant business, so I 

have created a new system which dispose the difficulty matters and that has more 

advantages than the previous system. This system will make the restaurant business 

more uplifting and easier. Through this new system the management staffs easily 

manage the customer’s orders, food items, payment details, stock details etc. There will 

be a database system so there is no possibility of data loss. The authorized will scene 

the profit and loss by the weekly, monthly and yearly report. There is also an easy way 

to communicate between management staff and customers. By the new system all of 

the customer can effortlessly scene the food menu but only register customer could be 

orders their favorite food items. According to customers wish, be able to select any food 

for orders from the menu chart then the customer's will pay the amount of order foods 
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and after payment the order foods customers take confirmation message from the 

management staffs. When a customer wants to order choose able food items at home 

than they need to an android tabs, mobile or computer otherwise it is not possible to 

order outside of the restaurant. Also, customers can suggest any food items which are 

their favorite by using the comments box. Customers can update their location at any 

time because if the customer’s order a food item from home but suddenly customer’s 

went out urgent work in that case customer update their location.  

3. Ecommerce Business 

3.1 Discussion on Ecommerce Business 

E-commerce is the activity of commercial transactions using the Internet and web. In 

simple language, E-commerce refers to business transactions between enterprises and 

consumers. Ecommerce has been recognized as a major source of profit through the 

Internet. The rise of transactions through the Internet has given developing countries 

scope to engage in global markets. Also, E-commerce helps to overcome inequality 

between countries. by the internet a person sale a CD to his friend In 11th August 1994 

Since then the sold system are known as net market which is considered as starting 

online sales (Kininzo, n.d.). But nowadays, it has become a scam where it is not 

possible to buy and sell through the online.  

3.2 Examples of Ecommerce Business 
 Retail: the product should be selling instantly without any hesitation to the 

customers.  

 Wholesale: the products should be selling to the retailer who will sell the 

products to the customers. 
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 Drop shipping: the third party involvement is held here who will sell the products 

to the customers.  

 Physical product: touchable merchandise which needs list and which will be 

refilled and the orders that will need to take place physically to the customers 

while taking the orders. (Kilinzo, n.d.) 

 Digital products: the consumption or the licensed should be bought for the 

downloaded products to use.  

 Services: for the compensation, techniques should be rendered for being 

substitute.  

3.3 Types of Ecommerce models 

 3.3.1 Business to Business (B2B): For any other business purpose that selling 

commercial goods or services such as software. (DeMatas, n.d.) 

 3.3.2 Business to Customer (B2C): Directly selling the Commercial  goods or 

services to a client such as selling shoes from online shop (SANDY, 2018) 

 3.3.3 Customer to Business (C2B):  Selling the customers own goods or service to 

the business such as the producer waiting to license for the movie showing into 

the hall. 

 3.3.4 Customer to Customer (C2C): A client selling his goods or services to another 

client such as selling old camera to another customer through bikroy.com. 

(SANDY, 2018) 

3.4 Problem and Solution of Ecommerce Domain 

 3.4.1 Trustworthiness: The customer will not be able to see the food directly and 

will have to order by looking through the website. Also, through the research we 

have known, nowadays customers do not want to trust and pay for ecommerce 

sites. The customer believes that there will be no difference between the product 

display and the original product but there will be a difference in getting the 
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product. On account of this, the trust cannot be easily acquired in this 

ecommerce business (Kimery, 2008) 

 Solution:  It is difficult to keep people's confidence on of the ecommerce website 

in that case some steps should be taken to gain public confidence like visible 

tracing system for customers. If the visible tracing system is available for the 

customers then the ecommerce business will also gain the confidence from 

peoples. 

 3.4.2 Delivery issue: In some cases the product cannot be delivered on just time 

because traffic jam, service man problem, product cannot get ready to delivery 

etc. All of these issues tarnishing the reputation of the customer about 

ecommerce. Also, the delivery man comes brings the product when the 

customers are not at home in that case they are not able to get order.. (Graham, 

2019)  

 Solution: In that case, the main solution is visible tracking system for the customer 

because customers can view the location of delivery man when his will. Also, 

customer can update their location at any time if the option is add into the system 

then I hope the delivery issues will be decrease.  

 3.4.3 Quality Issues: Buying products from the ecommerce websites in modern 

times the biggest problem because there is no guarantee of selling quality 

products. Also, some products might be damaged in the delivery time but in that 

case they have not given recompense (Darji, 2018) 

 Solution: At first, the ecommerce website authorized will be declared 

Compensation will be given if the product is bad then authorized will marketing 
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with the quality of their product. In that case, the main task is gaining customer 

trust.  

 3.4.4 Online payment failure: Online payment is the essential segment in all kinds 

of ecommerce website. Through the payment system customers can pay total 

amount for their ordering products. Sometimes the payment process may fail 

because of network problem, server failure etc. also sometimes the customers 

has not been ordered but payment has been complete (Darji, 2018) 

 Solution: There are many organizations where payment may not be acceptable 

due to network failure or server failure like internet banking, PayPal etc. Also, the 

ecommerce website must be added some different options for payment. 

 3.4.5 Lack of security: In this current era, lack of security is the biggest problem for 

Ecommerce website. Ecommerce website provide One kind of compulsion for the 

customers such as when the customers create an account in this website 

customers must be given their personal details like phone number,  credit card 

number etc. And this information is saved in their database. If they are failure to 

secure data will result in disclosure that may cause threats for customers. 

(O’Raghallaigh, 2015) 

 Solution: The ecommerce website authorized should be used a domain that do 

not consent any kind of data to be shared. Ecommerce websites also maintain 

proper security when it comes to information sharing because If such information 

is leaked, the business will face a serious threat from customers. 
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4. Feasibility Study  

4.1 Introduction: 

In this stage I have declare the probability of my project cost to create and maintenance. 

Various factors like operational, technical and economic (economic is the essential part 

in this project) will be analysis which are related into this project. Also, what kinds of 

materials are required and what will be the cost that is described into this stage. 

4.2 Technical feasibility:  

Technical feasibility is a method that check the backbone of an notion and it focus to 

differentiate on a project. Also, it provides some related information that is how the 

customers are take delivery product from the service man. The CCTV camera will be 

setup by the architecture because when a problem is created it will be evident on the 

CCTV camera (Sofia, 2020). The authorized easily find the solution after view the CCTV 

camera also it will provide high quality security. When the submitted system will be 

implementing then required printer machine to print the customer bills and charge. New 

technologies and thinking required to be integrate to bargain better customer service 

and enhancement business incentive in restaurants for their satisfaction  

4.3 Operations feasibility 

Operational feasibility is kind of a detective branch. Originally through used of this 

method the authorized can understand some question and answer about on 

implementation, internal strategy, adaptation and review etc. Mainly this method is used 

to provide better service to customers and to developed greater management 

assurance and there is nothing at the beginning of the methods but at every step some 

work has to be done (Sofia, 2020) 
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4.4 Economic Feasibility:  

Economic feasibility is the most essential part of each project and beside we know that 

when an authorized spends more money than their outlet is great this thing is no 

exception. Hardware, Software and Hosting is required to maintain the system that i 

have submitted. Basically, I don't know how much cost spends to buy this materials but I 

gave them a basic idea through which they would benefit (Sofia, 2020). s 

Equipment  Reason  Cost  

PC System controlling  40000*3 = 120,000 taka 

Server Saved for data 30000 taka 

Printer For customer bill receipt  15000 taka 

Web Hosting For online use 8,000 taka 

Domain www.RMS.com 3000 taka 

Electricity Bill Essential 3000 taka  

Internet Bill Essential 3000 taka 

Total Cost of first month 182,000 taka 

 

5. Foundation:  

5.1 Introduction: 

At this step of documentation i will discuss how the management staff will understand 

the customer behavior, feedback etc. foundation stage are most required for each 

project because it is focus on the customer  by the various technique like 

questionnaires, Interviews and Observation Technique. 
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5.2 Questionnaires Technique: 

Questionnaires technique is a method that depending on the nature of questions which 

provide various facilitates for face-to-face data collection. the management staff can 

know customer's opinion through various steps like Internet, mail, telephone or face-to-

face communication. I've discussed some topics with customers about online restaurant 

management system like what kind of benefits they're expecting the customers told me 

their expectation, suggestion and take on additional costs for similar foods etc. given 

below the customer's feedback (Barletta, 2017) 

 

Name  Apple Mahmud 

Age 25 

User Types Customer 

Interest  Different types of food testing 

Question – 1  Tell me your opinion about online restaurant? 

Answer  Online restaurant is a food store All types of food are available 

in. Also online restaurant are most favourite for me because I 

can order any food items at anyplace. 

Question – 2 Do you find all the food available from the menu which you have 

ordered? 

Answer  Yes, because they only display the items that are always 

available for the customer and customers can orders foods 

among of them. 

Question – 3 Which types of food you prefer? 
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Answer  Fast-food items always my favourite and sometimes I order Thai 

and Chinese items. 

 

5.3 Observation Technique: 

Particularly, this technique apply for the customer movement because What the 

customer wants, what kind of food the customer is most interested in, What kind of 

environment are they accustomed to eating food etc. find out by the observation 

technique. The customer is always looking for good quality food but price is not matter 

for these foods. Observation technique always helps to find essential issues for system 

development (Barletta, 2017) 

 

6. Development  

6.1 Development of the System: 

The system will be online based and user friendly that the system i want to develop. the 

main characteristics of the system is take online food ordering and customers can 

remove their order after a fixed time. Customer can update their location at any time. 

Through the system the user can view the food offers, obtainable foods, advantage etc. 

Also customers can comments for foods and it could be view all of the registration and 

unregister users. The system has a database to save the customers details, orders and 

staff details etc. Customer can paid the amount of ordering foods by the Bkash. 

Customers get a confirmation message by the management staff. 
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6.2 Justification for the method: 

When developer analysis the current system then they setup which methodologies are 

used to create the new project because there are some standard methodologies for 

choose to create the project. So, i have selected the waterfall methods to develop my 

restaurant management system because I know it is pursuant design method. This is 

great method when the project requirements are clearly defined also it is not best model 

for big or mixed project because each project has separate requirements and features 

etc. 

 

Figure 01: waterfall model diagram. 

The developer cannot go back to the previous step because the water fall system is 

sequential. Developer can work step by step by the model and the whole project can be 

inspected from top to bottom. If the project is to be completed successfully bu the model 

then the plan has to be done properly. The model is separated into seven steps like 
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analysis, design, implementation, testing, deployment and maintenance that details are 

given below. Owner can easily access into the system from anywhere as he wants and 

it is the best facility of this system. Before creating the system, owner has to keep all the 

records by doing paper works which could be lost at any time. I have developed a better 

system which has a lot of facilities and highly secured and also easy to use for everyone 

from anywhere. 

6.3 Sections of Methodology: 

 6.3.1 Analysis: In this step, I have provided the identification of the functional and 

non-functional requirements which will also be recognized as the requirements 

have, should have, could have or must have. Here I have drawn a class diagram, 

use case diagram, Activity diagram so that I can represent the whole system 

diagrammatically.   

 6.3.2 Design: About the structural and behavioral model I have briefly described in 

this stage. In the section of structural model, detailed diagram is showed with its 

all attributes and also about the methods. The collaboration diagram is also 

described here which will tell what use case diagram play a role during the 

development.    

 6.3.3 Implementation: In this section, I have briefly described about the languages 

which should be used during developing the system. The database table will 

define individually and the system will work by using the parallel strategy and to 

identify which table is working on time. There will be a training session also. The 

manager or the user of the system should be a well-trained person. 
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 6.3.4 System Testing: I have briefly described about the debugging of defects all of 

system process in this stage. I have tested the entire system for any faults and 

failures such as customer can face a problem to register the system, order the 

system etc. The implementation stages are integrated into a system and each 

testing unit are developed. 

 6.3.5 System Deployment:  The functional and non-functional testing is done and 

the customer makes sure the product reviewed easily without problem, I have 

briefly described about in this section. This phase is done by providing a 

complete product to the customer. 

 6.3.6 System Maintenance: In this section, I have briefly described about the 

system further development for any problems. Always here are some errors and 

this errors come up the customer because the customer is regularly using the 

system. Until the customer satisfied the authorized applies another fixes as 

necessary. 

 

7. Exploration 

7.1 Introduction: 

At this step of the documentation, I will explain with the diagram how I searched 

information for the purpose of the project because the authorized and developer easily 

can understand. Also, it is helpful to develop the system by analyzing the business 

methods and requirements.  
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7.2 Use Case Diagram:  

 

Figure 02: Use Case for Admin. 
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Figure 03: Use Case for Customer. 
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7.3 Initial Class Diagram: 
 

 

Figure 04: Initial Class Diagram. 
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7.4 Details Class Diagram: 
 

 

Figure 05: Details Class Diagram. 
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7.5 Order Activity Diagram: 
 

 

 

Figure 06: Order Activity Diagram. 
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7.6 Order Sequence Diagram: 
 

 

Figure 07: Order Sequence Diagram. 
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7.7 Requirements: 

When developers analyze the current system then they found some requirements which 

will be related with the new system. I have list out most important requirements for 

beginning of the project and the all requirements are divided into two parts.  

7.7.1 Functional Requirements: 

 Login system for role based 

 Unregister user can view the foods. 

 Only register user could be order through online  

 Admin can add or delete item from cart. 

 Customer can cancel order if food is not under cooking stage.  

 Customer can view previous order history 

 Customer can put comment on food 

 Customer can provide prefer food items 

 Admin can view report. 

 

7.7.2 Non- Functional Requirements: 

 The system should be reliable. 

 The system should be capable  

 The system should be scalable 

 The system should be robust. 

 The system should be serviceable 

 The system should be maintainable. 

 The system should be secure 
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7.7.3 Web Application System: 

 

Users are associated in web server application by the web browser because web 

server applications are totally recline into the web browser. Web server 

application is an individual stage and no machine is needed to install. It is only 

necessary to have a web browser to use. Some features of web application are 

given below 

 Web server not need to install because It can run directly  

 Multi-tier application architecture usable in web server. 

 Individual user system used in web server. 

 Example of web server application is Gmail, yahoo mail etc. 

 

8. System Interface  

 

 

Figure 08: Log-in Page 
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Figure 09: Register Page 

 

Figure 10: Home Page 
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Figure 11: Menu Page 

 

 

 Figure 12: Customer Reviews page 
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 Figure 13: Contact page 

 

Figure 14:  User Log-in Page 
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Figure 15:  Successfully Log-in (Customer Profile) 

 

Figure 16:  Payment System (1) 
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Figure 17:  Payment System (2) 

 

Figure 18:  Admin Dashboard 
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Figure 19:  Staff details 

 

Figure 19:  Category details 

 

 Figure 20:  Add foods 
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Figure 21:  Order History 

 

Figure 22: Daily Report 

 

Figure 23: User Register Database  

 

Figure 24:  Order Database   
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9. Testing 

9.1 Introduction: 

The testing provides original results which will be happened and the expected results 

that will be matched. It will also ensure that the system of the software is error free and 

there is no problem. By implementing a software component or system component it will 

be involved to evaluate one or more feature. The testing of the software will also define 

if there are any missing requirements that the authorization want. The system testing 

can definite by two ways to use like manually or using the tools.  

9.2 Test Planning: 

An accurate test planning must be needed so that it can be depended by the effective 

testing. To ensure the quality, an accurate test plan must be needed. It will also show 

the operative of the accomplishment. Two several parts into this testing like functional 

and non-functional testing. Based on my project, I have tested those parts and the 

results of the parts. 

9.3 Functional Testing: 

9.3.1 Unit Testing 

 

1.  Customer register Testing 

2. Adding food Testing 

3. Order item Testing 

9.3.2 Integration Testing 

 

1. Valid login Testing 

2. Delete food items Testing 
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9.4 Non-Functional Testing: 

9.4.1 Acceptance Testing 

1. Customer payment Testing 

9.4.2 Compatibility Testing 

1. Testing for the system open in mobile 

9.4.3 Accessibility Testing 

1. Testing for acceptance of color 

9.4.4 Security Testing 

1. Testing for store password as encrypted 

2. Testing all date store in database  

9.5 Test Case: 

9.5.1 Test case for unit Testing – 1  

 

 Name of the Requirement: User Registration 

Source: User Entry Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Customer will be Register for use the 

system 

Input User Name: Fahima Khatun 

Email: fahima@gmail.com 

Password: ******** 

Expected result Registration completely successful 

Actual result Positive 

Action The system will give an error message on 

display when the user name, email, 

password or any field remains empty or 

“The password confirmation does not 

match”.  

mailto:fahima@gmail.com
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Figure 25: Registration page for customer 

9.5.2 Test case for unit Testing – 2  

Name of the Requirement: View Food items by admin and customer 

Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Admin and customers will view menu items 

and only admin will can add the new food 

items into the food page 

Input No, Input button in “Menu” page for 

customers  

Expected result After Login, They will move inside the page 

and view the menu items. 

Actual result Positive 

Action Unregister user can view the food items. 
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Figure 26: Menu page for customer 

 

 

Figure 27: Foods page for admin 
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9.5.3 Test case for unit Testing – 3 

Name of the Requirement: View customer order by admin 

Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Admin can view customer orders 

Input No, Input button in “Orders” page for 

customers. 

Expected result After Login, They will move inside the page 

and view the customer “Orders” 

Actual result Positive 

Action Only Admin can view the customer 

orders. 

 

 

Figure 28: Admin can view the customer orders 
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9.5.4 Test case for Integration Testing – 1  

   

 Name of the Requirement: User  Login 

Source: User Entry Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Customer will be login into the system 

Input 
Email: fahima@gmail.com 

Password: ******* 

Expected result Wrong Email or Password 

Actual result Positive 

Action The system will give an error message on 

display when the email or password field 

remains empty or “The email and 

password confirmation does not match”. 

 

 

Figure 29: Wrong Email or Password 

 

mailto:fahima@gmail.com
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9.5.5 Test case for Integration Testing – 2 

   

 Name of the Requirement: Delete food items by admin 

Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Admin can update or delete their food 

items 

Delete Admin can remove their food items if they 

think, very much cost to create the food 

items and customer cannot order this food 

for high price.  

Expected result After Login, They will move inside the page 

then delete the food items to click the 

delete option. 

Actual result Positive 

Action Only Admin can update or delete the food 

items 

 

 

Figure 30: Update or Delete food item  
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9.5.6 Test case for Acceptance Testing   

 

 Name of the Requirement: Customer Payment 

Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Payment for customer  food orders 

Delete Admin cannot remove customers payment 

list  

Expected result After Login, Admin will move inside the 

page and view the payment. 

Actual result Positive 

Action Only Admin can view the Payment for 

customer  food orders 

 

 

Figure 31: Payment system 
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9.5.7 Test case for Compatibility Testing  

  

 Name of the Requirement: System will open by mobile 

Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Admin and customers will be open the 

System for their mobile 

Input Must be login by email id and password 

Expected result After Login, the admin and customers can 

be open the System for their mobile. 

Actual result Positive 

Action It’s suitable for customer and admin 

because customer can be order and 

admin can be known update at any place. 

 

 

Figure 32: Mobile log-in approach  
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9.5.8 Test case for Security Testing – 1   

  

 Name of the Requirement: Password Encrypted 

Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Customer Password will be Encrypted. In 

which anyone cannot seen it. 

Input Customers must be provide the password 

if they want to visit the system. 

Expected result When the customers provide the password 

the password automatically encrypted for 

their safety.  

Actual result Positive 

Action If the password is not encrypted in that 

case it might be easily hacking by hacker 

and the customer facing different problem 

cause password hacking. Finally, it will be 

deadly for the system admin and 

restaurant owner.  

 

 

Figure 33: Encrypted Password 
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9.5.9 Test case for Security Testing – 2    

 

 Name of the Requirement: Testing all data store in database 

Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have 

Tasks Data must be store in database 

Input Must be login by email id and password 

Expected result Customers give the data for use the 

System that is store into the database 

Actual result Positive 

Action Yes, the Customers give the data for use 

the System that must be store into the 

database. 

 

 

Figure 34: Store data into database 
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10. Implementation 

10.1 Choose of Programming Language: 

For creating and developing different kind of sites, there are different varieties 

programming languages are available. I have used different essential languages to 

generate this site like  

 HTML 

 CSS 

 PHP v3.2.4 version 

 JavaScript 

 MySQL 

To design the login interface, I have used HTML and CSS here. Checking validation is 

one of the most significant segments for any system. Also, to verify the various pattern 

of accuracy I have used JavaScript and PHP to generate the system. I have used the 

framework design. I have also used PHP for the backend code to design the system. to 

run the system properly, PHP certainly needed for all kinds of insertion, modify, 

obliterate and login etc. Without this, there has a database system to kept all the data 

properly so that there will not remain any possibility of data losing. Without using the 

MySQL, it is not possible to add all the data in database. As I have the basic knowledge 

on PHP, JavaScript, HTML and CSS, so I don’t have to face that much difficulty.   
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11. Strength and Weakness of the System 

11.1 Strength of the system: 
 Access level: Access level is same for admin and customers. 

 User friendly: User friendly Interface and Most of the basic functions are 

available.  

 Online order Process: Easily orders food items by online system. 

 Platform independent: Any user can use this system by a web browser. 

11.2 Weakness of the system: 
 Database system:  no backup system is available so somehow the database 

system will crush then all data will be lost. 

 Security problem: Any types of attack can be happened in the system 

 Payment Method: Card payment system isn’t available in the system. 
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12. Conclusion 
As I have proposed for the online restaurant management system, I have done it 

completely with the minimal requirements finally. The system I have built be able to use 

anywhere at any time. I have tried to fulfill the total requirements for the project and I 

have to do a lot of analysis which helps me to complete my project successfully. Even 

though, I could not attach all of the objectives into the system but I have completed the 

core system. The restaurant basic activities can be completed through this system. By 

doing the project, I have researched a lot of things and gain a lot of knowledge which 

will be very helpful for my future career. 
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15. Appendices 

15.1 User Guide 

 

All customers can visit the website by using any browser but customer can’t order any 

food items without registration and log-In. So, at first customer have to fulfill the all 

condition of the restaurant for registration.  

 

After complete the registration the website will take automatically the Log-In page 

because the page have done by redirect. If the customer wants to go inside the website 

for orders any food items then customer will give the email id and password.  
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Customer can view the profile which that information has been registered in this 

website. 

 

Customer will be able to update their profile if the customer wants to change any 

information.  
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Also, Customer will be able to update their password if the old password is difficult to 

remember. 

 

If the customer wants to order any food items then the customer click into Ordernow 

button.  
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After click the Ordernow button the website will take automatically the Billing address 

pages then the customer choose the number of quantity but customer cannot order 

more than 10.  

 

After choose the number of quantity then automatically show total price for number of 

order items then customer paid the total amount by the Bkash and customer type the 

Bkash TrxID then click into confirm button. 
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If the customer wants to comment about of our menu items then the customer click the 

comment button then the website will take automatically the review page. Then 

customers type their message into message box then click into the send message 

button.  

 

 If the customers face any problem with restaurant then customer can contact with the 

restaurant manager by the contact information. 
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15.2 Admin Guide 

 

If the admin wants to go inside the admin panel to view the orders, reports etc. then 

admin will give the email id and password. 

 

Admin can add the new staff. In that case admin have to fulfill the all condition for staff 

of the restaurant.  
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After completed the condition for staff then the admin view the staff details from the 

admin panel.   

 

Admin can add the food category. In that case admin have to fulfill the all condition for 

food category of the restaurant.  

 

After completed the condition for food category then admin view the food category 

details from the admin panel.   
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Admin can add the new foods. In that case admin have to fulfill the all condition for 

foods of the restaurant.  

 

After completed the condition for foods then the admin view the foods details from the 

admin panel.  
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Admin can add the new payment method. In that case admin have to fulfill the all 

condition for payment method of the restaurant.  

 

After completed the condition for payment method then the admin view the payment 

method details from the admin panel.   
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Admin can view the customer order form the admin panel. Then admin click the update 

button then the website will take automatically the update order status info page. 

 

Admin can confirm the customer pending orders from the admin panel 
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Admin can view the customer review form the admin panel. 

 

 

 

Admin can view the daily sell monthly sell and yearly sell form the admin panel. 
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16. System Code 
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1. System Code for Sign-In page 
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2. System Code for Profile page 
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3. System Code for Profile update page 
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4. System Code for Password update page 
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5. System Code for Menu page 
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6. System Code for food orders page 
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7. System Code for food details page 
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8. System Code for contact page 

 

9. System Code for about page 
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10. System Code for Index page 
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11. System Code for start page 
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12. System Code for Story page 
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13. System Code for Logout page 

 

14. System Code for staff add page 
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15. System Code for staffs page 
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16. System Code for food category add page 
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17. System Code for food category update page 
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18. System Code for food category page 
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19. System Code for food add page 
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20. System Code for food update page 
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21. System Code for food page 
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22. System Code for order update page 
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23. System Code for order page 
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24. System Code for Guest message page 
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25. System Code for payments method page 
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26. System Code for sell report page 
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27. System Code for Index page 

 

28. System Code for Logout page 
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Management systems are progressive business and day by day this business popularity has 

been raise. The business man mainly focusing on the customer’s satisfaction that’s why they 

are create the website by the highly skilled developers and also this system will be 

manageable by computer. Customers will be able to order their favorite food items from the 

menu. If the customers want then they can order their food items at any time from 

anyplace. At first, customer has to fill their information for registration. The project system 

is online based and it will provide various advantages for customers like customers select 

their favorite food, conservation tables etc. The database system provides high security 

because data and information will be kept here. Wherein, from the system defective any 

kind of data or information will be almost impossible. vii 1. Introduction When anyone wants 

to develop a system, firstly that person checked the current system and picked up some 

data which will be related with new system because it is essential to explore the arrived 

system. I start to an investigation on various restaurant when I design to create an online 

restaurant management system then I notice that, how some of the restaurant association 

are running their business. Also I found out, how they are kept the customers details, staff 

details, order details etc. I will explain some of the intimation, issues and solution in this 

section that are related with this project and are much more likely to happen into this 

project. Immediately, my main goal will be to implement the objectives and goals into the 

project by following specific processes, efficiencies, strategies and possibilities. 2. 

Elementary Study 2.1 Project Background Worldwide, the restaurant business is one of the 

leading businesses in providing ready- made food for customers. Based on everyday work 

they have to set aside time for certain tasks which is very annoying. I am working to create 

a kind of system which will instinctively modify the everyday operation of the restaurant. It 

will be time consuming for the management staff of the restaurant. The system will provide 

all of the advantage which is necessary for the restaurant management staffs and 

customers. The management staffs can easily manage staff details, food details, payment 
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method and other works which will be created by the customers like customer’s details, 

customers’ orders and customer’s comments. Through the system, the restaurant 

management staff provides services such as online menu chart; also through the online the 

customers provide the own information, food ordering and provide total amount of food 

items which has been orders by the bkash payment system. The menus of different food 

items that will be provided by the restaurant will be shown in different categories. Whenever 

customer orders an item, they will be able to see the recipe of that item also. The system 

will change all the previous paper works that had been made before and made all the data 

digitalized and kept them all in digital system. In this system, there will be two types of 

ordering system, one will be for dine in orders and another one will be for take away orders 

which will be able to create any time and any place except inside the restaurant. They have 

to give their information as per the rules of the restaurant in the system. They can do 

registration through online on the restaurant’s website. Customers must have to do 

registration for take away orders to avoid the fake orders because it is helpful for the 

management staff. 2.2 Aims of Project One of the monumental goals of my project that is 

computerized all part of the schema that has been happened in the restaurant. There will be 

a database system where the important information will be hidden safely except any kind of 

losing. if the information is lost than intimation can be easily rescue from the backup 

system. The main goal of this project is to create restaurant management software that will 

save time between both the customer and the restaurant management  staffs. The 

system will ensure better control over the all the tasks that have been made in restaurant. 

The system will provide monthly reports which will help the owner of the restaurant to 

calculate the earnings and the costs of the restaurant which will help to analyze if they are 

spending in right way or not. All the reports will be generated from  all the data which

 will help the manager to make suitable  decisions for  doing the restaurant

 business. Suitable business decision for the restaurant.  2 .3 Objectives  of 

Project It will expedite conversation between restaurant management staff and customers. 

The restaurants will improvement proficiency through the system. Customers can take the 

decision for orders after scene the menu by the system. By the system owner will know 

about the business like staff attendance, customer orders and store details etc. even the 

management staff not present into the restaurant. To ensure the booking, owners will be 

able to login as admin. The Admin will  be able to input information about Restaurants 
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and  its Items. It will minimize paper  based works as soon as possible.  2 .4

 Project Opportunity For Admin: Admin can view, add, update and delete food 

menus. Admin can view, add, update and delete categories. Admin can view orders list and 

delivery time. Admin can view the  reports such as monthly, weekly  basis. For 

Customers: Customer can view food menu and food details. Customer can view highest 

foods orders and previous order history Customer can order foods through online from the

 anywhere. They can also order from dine in. In this case  there will be no need to 

wait for waiter to  give order. The order will  be directly sent  to the kitchen 

staff. The  registered customer will get food suggestion based on their activities The

 registered customer can give review and comments  over the food item.  2 .5 

Problem Area  of current Project At present time, the restaurant business are playing a 

vital role in our diurnal lives because peoples of the modern time specially youth generation 

likes to eat several flavors and food that are not available at home. The kind of food the 

customer wants is available in the restaurant, so customers are leaning more towards the 

restaurant. That’s why the sales of restaurants have reached a higher peak and other 

peoples want to run a restaurant business. As a matter of fact, the restaurant authorized 

suffers many problems for their business like sales, cost and customers complain etc. but 

the restaurant staffs don’t know about this matter. The most important problem is the 

maximum customers don’t want to bring the foods from restaurant but they want to order 

their beloved food items through online. In that case, the restaurant authorized recruited 

sales workers have to be. On the other hand, the customers do not want to give the service 

charge. If the customer had to go to the restaurant for order the food of his choice, he 

would have to wait for the waiter, then he would have to order and he could wait a little 

time again in some cases is to take more time to serve the orders and finally customers eat 

the orders items, also there is the cost of coming and going but the customers don't 

understand it that they are getting food at home to relax. Even, the customers easily cancel 

their orders if is not needed. Seen at various times, customers provide badly Behaves with 

waiter, manager and if the food is bad, the manager has no scope to talk 2.6 Problem 

Solution After analyzing the common problems that are appear in the restaurant business, 
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so I have created a new system which dispose the difficulty matters and that has more 

advantages than the previous system. This system will make the restaurant business more 

uplifting and easier. Through this new system the management staffs easily manage the 

customer’s orders, food items, payment details, stock details etc. There will be a database 

system so there is no possibility of data loss. The authorized will scene the profit and loss by 

the weekly, monthly and yearly report. There is also an easy way to communicate between

 management staff and  customers. By the new  system all of the customer 

can effortlessly scene the food menu but only register customer could be orders their 

favorite food items. According to customers wish, be able to select any food for orders from 

the menu chart then the customer's will pay the amount of order foods and after payment 

the order foods customers take confirmation message from the management staffs. When a 

customer wants to order choose able food items at home than they need to an android tabs, 

mobile or computer otherwise it is not possible to order outside of the restaurant. Also, 

customers can suggest any food items which are their favorite by using the comments box. 

Customers can update their location at any time because if the customer’s order a food item 

from home but suddenly customer’s went out urgent work in that case customer update 

their location. 3. Ecommerce Business 3.1 Discussion on Ecommerce Business E-commerce 

is the activity of commercial transactions using the Internet and web. In simple language, 

E-commerce refers to business transactions between enterprises and consumers. 

Ecommerce has been recognized as a major source of profit through the Internet. The rise 

of transactions through the Internet has given developing countries scope to engage in 

global markets. Also, E-commerce helps to overcome inequality between countries. by the 

internet a person sale a CD to his friend In 11th August 1994 Since then the sold system 

are known as net market which is considered as starting online sales (Kininzo, n.d.). But 

nowadays, it has become a scam where it is not possible to buy and sell through the online. 

3 .2 Examples of Ecommerce Business Retail: the product should be selling instantly without 

any hesitation to the customers. Wholesale: the products should be selling to the retailer 

who will sell the products to the customers. Drop shipping: the third party involvement is 

held here who will sell the products to the customers. Physical product: touchable 

merchandise which needs list and which will be refilled and the orders that will need to take 

place physically to the customers while taking the orders. (Kilinzo, n.d.) Digital products: 

the consumption or the licensed should be bought for the downloaded products to use. 

Services: for the compensation, techniques should be rendered for being substitute.  3 
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.3 Types of Ecommerce models  3 .3.1 Business to Business (B2B): For any other 

business purpose that selling commercial goods or services such as software. (DeMatas, 

n.d.)  3 .3.2 Business to Customer (B2C): Directly selling the Commercial goods or 

services to a client such as selling shoes from online shop (SANDY, 2018)  3 .3.3 

Customer to Business (C2B): Selling the customers own goods or service to the business 

such as the producer waiting to license for the movie showing into the hall.  3 .3.4 

Customer to Customer (C2C): A client selling his goods or services to another client such as 

selling old camera to another customer through bikroy.com. (SANDY, 2018)  3 .4 

Problem and Solution of Ecommerce Domain  3 .4.1 Trustworthiness:  The customer 

will not be able to see the food directly and will have to order by looking through the 

website. Also, through the research we have known, nowadays customers do not want to 

trust and pay for ecommerce sites. The customer believes that there will be no difference 

between the product display and the original product but there will be a difference in getting 

the 7 "©Daffodil International University" product. On account of this, the trust cannot be 

easily acquired in this ecommerce business (Kimery, 2008) ? Solution: It is difficult to keep 

people's confidence on of the ecommerce website in that case some steps should be taken 

to gain public confidence like visible tracing system for customers. If the visible tracing 

system is available for the customers then the ecommerce business will also gain the 

confidence from peoples. 3.4.2 Delivery issue: In some cases the product cannot be 

delivered on just time because traffic jam, service man problem, product cannot get ready 

to delivery etc. All of these issues tarnishing the reputation of the customer about 

ecommerce. Also, the delivery man comes brings the product when the customers are not 

at home in that case they are not able to get order.. (Graham, 2019) ? Solution: In that 

case, the main solution is visible tracking system for the customer because customers can 

view the location of delivery man when his will. Also, customer can update their location at 

any time if the option is add into the system then I hope the delivery issues will be 

decrease. 3.4.3 Quality Issues: Buying products from the ecommerce websites in modern 

times the biggest problem because there is no guarantee of selling quality products. Also, 

some products might be damaged in the delivery time but in that case they have not given 

recompense (Darji, 2018) ? Solution: At first, the ecommerce website authorized will be 

declared Compensation will be given if the product is bad then authorized will marketing 
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with the quality of their product. In that case, the main task is gaining customer trust. 3.4.4 

Online payment failure: Online payment is the essential segment in all kinds of ecommerce 

website. Through the payment system customers can pay total amount for their ordering 

products. Sometimes the payment process may fail because of network problem, server 

failure etc. also sometimes the customers has not been ordered but payment has been 

complete (Darji, 2018) ? Solution: There are many organizations where payment may not 

be acceptable due to network failure or server failure like internet banking, PayPal etc. Also, 

the ecommerce website must be added some different options for payment. 3.4.5 Lack of 

security: In this current era, lack of security is the biggest problem for Ecommerce website. 

Ecommerce website provide One kind of compulsion for the customers such as when the 

customers create an account in this website customers must be given their personal details 

like phone number, credit card number etc. And this information is saved in their database. 

If they are failure to secure data will result in disclosure that may cause threats for 

customers. (O’Raghallaigh, 2015) ? Solution: The ecommerce website authorized should be 

used a domain that do not consent any kind of data to be shared. Ecommerce websites also 

maintain proper security when it comes to information sharing because If such information 

is leaked, the business will face a serious threat from customers. 4. Feasibility Study 4.1 

Introduction: In this stage I have declare the probability of my project cost to create and 

maintenance. Various factors like operational, technical and economic (economic is the 

essential part in this project) will be analysis which are related into this project. Also, what 

kinds of materials are required and what will be the cost that is described into this stage. 

4.2 Technical feasibility: Technical feasibility is a method that check the backbone of an 

notion and it focus to differentiate on a project. Also, it provides some related information 

that is how the customers are take delivery product from the service man. The CCTV 

camera will be setup by the architecture because when a problem is created it will be 

evident on the CCTV camera (Sofia, 2020). The authorized easily find the solution after view 

the CCTV camera also it will provide high quality security. When the submitted system will 

be implementing then required printer machine to print the customer bills and charge. New 

technologies and thinking required to be integrate to bargain better customer service and 

enhancement business incentive in restaurants for their satisfaction 4.3 Operations 

feasibility Operational feasibility is kind of a detective branch. Originally through used of this 

method the authorized can understand some question and answer about on implementation, 

internal strategy, adaptation and review etc. Mainly this method is used to provide better 

service to customers and to developed greater management assurance and there is nothing 

at the beginning of the methods but at every step some work has to be done (Sofia, 2020) 
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4.4 Economic Feasibility: Economic feasibility is the most essential part of each project and 

beside we know that when an authorized spends more money than their outlet is great this 

thing is no exception. Hardware, Software and Hosting is required to maintain the system 

that i have submitted. Basically, I don't know how much cost spends to buy this materials 

but I gave them a basic idea through which they would benefit (Sofia, 2020). s Equipment 

Reason Cost PC System controlling 40000*3 = 120,000 taka Server Saved for data 30000 

taka Printer For customer bill receipt 15000 taka Web Hosting For online use  8 ,000 

taka Domain www.RMS.com  3000 taka Electricity Bill  Essential 3000 taka Internet 

Bill  Essential 3000 taka Total Cost of first month  182 ,000 taka  5. 

Foundation:  5 .1 Introduction:  At this step of documentation i will discuss how the 

management staff will understand the customer behavior, feedback etc. foundation stage 

are most required for each project because it is focus on the customer by the various 

technique like questionnaires, Interviews and Observation Technique. 5.2 Questionnaires 

Technique: Questionnaires technique is a method that depending on the nature of questions 

which provide various facilitates for face-to-face data collection. the management staff can 

know customer's opinion through various steps like Internet, mail, telephone or face-to- 

face communication. I've discussed some topics with customers about online restaurant 

management system like what kind of benefits they're expecting the customers told me 

their expectation, suggestion and take on additional costs for similar foods etc. given below 

the customer's feedback (Barletta, 2017) Name  Apple Mahmud Age  25 User Types 

Customer Interest Different types of food testing Question – 1  Tell me your opinion 

about online restaurant? Answer Online restaurant is a  food store All types of food are 

available in. Also online restaurant are most favourite for me because I can order any food 

items at anyplace. Question – 2 Do you find all the food available from the menu which you 

have ordered? Answer Yes,  because they only display the items that are always 

available for the customer and customers can orders foods among  of them. Question – 

3 Which types of food you prefer? Answer  Fast-food items always  my favourite 
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and sometimes I order Thai and Chinese items.  5 .3  Observation Technique:

 Particularly, this technique apply for the customer movement because What the 

customer wants, what kind of food the customer is most interested in, What kind of 

environment are they accustomed to eating food etc. find out by the observation technique. 

The customer is always looking for good quality food but price is not matter for these foods. 

Observation technique always helps to find essential issues for system development 

(Barletta, 2017)  6. Development  6 .1 Development of the System:  The 

system will be online based and user friendly  that the  system i want to develop. 

the main characteristics of the system is take online food ordering and customers can 

remove their order after a fixed time. Customer can update their location at any time. 

Through the system the user can view the food offers, obtainable foods, advantage etc. Also 

customers can comments for foods and it could be view all of the registration and unregister 

users. The system has a database to save the customers details, orders and staff details 

etc. Customer can paid the amount of ordering foods by the Bkash. Customers get a 

confirmation message by the management staff. 6.2 Justification for the method: When 

developer analysis the current system then they setup which methodologies are used to 

create the new project because there are some standard methodologies for choose to create 

the project. So, i have selected the waterfall methods to develop my restaurant 

management system because I know it is pursuant design method. This is great method 

when the project requirements are clearly defined also it is not best model for big or mixed 

project because each project has separate requirements and features etc. Figure 01: 

waterfall model diagram. The developer cannot go back  to the previous step

 because the  water fall system is  sequential. Developer can work step by step 

by the model and the whole project can be inspected from top to bottom. If the project is to 

be completed successfully bu the model then the plan has to be done properly. The model is 

separated into seven steps like analysis, design, implementation, testing, deployment and 

maintenance that details are given below. Owner can easily access  into the system 

from anywhere as he wants and it is the best facility of this system. Before creating the 

system, owner has to keep all the records by doing paper works which could be lost at any 

time. I have developed a better system which has a lot of facilities and highly secured and 
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also easy to use for everyone from anywhere.  6 .3 Sections of Methodology:  6 

.3.1 Analysis: In this step, I have provided the identification of the functional and non-

functional requirements which will also be recognized as the requirements have, should 

have, could have or must have. Here I have drawn a class diagram, use case diagram, 

Activity diagram so that I can represent the whole system diagrammatically.  6 .3.2 

Design:  About the structural and behavioral model I have briefly described in this 

stage. In the section of structural model, detailed diagram is showed with its all attributes 

and also about the methods. The collaboration diagram is also described here which will tell 

what use case diagram play a role during the development.  6 .3.3 Implementation: In 

this section, I have briefly described about the languages which should be used during 

developing the system. The  database table will  define individually and the

system will work by using the parallel strategy and to identify which table is working on 

time. There will be a training session also. The manager or the user of the system 

should be a well-trained person.  6 .3.4 System Testing: I have briefly described about 

the debugging of defects all of system process  in this stage. I have tested the entire 

system for any faults and failures such as customer can face a problem to register the 

system, order the system etc.  The implementation stages are integrated into a system 

and each testing unit are developed. 6.3.5 System Deployment: The functional and non-

functional testing is done and the customer makes sure the product reviewed easily without 

problem,  I have briefly described about in this section. This phase is done by providing 

a complete product to the customer.  6 .3.6 System Maintenance: In this section, I 

have briefly described about the system further development for any problems. Always here 

are some errors and this errors come up the customer because the customer is regularly 

using the system. Until the customer satisfied the authorized applies another fixes as 

necessary.  7. Exploration  7 .1 Introduction:  At this step of the 

documentation, I will explain with the diagram how I searched information for the purpose 
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of the project because the authorized and developer easily can understand. Also, it is 

helpful to develop the system by analyzing the business  methods and

 requirements. 7.2 Use Case Diagram: Figure 02: Use Case for  Admin. Figure

 03: Use Case for Customer.  7 .3 Initial Class Diagram: Figure  04: Initial 

Class Diagram.  7 .4 Details Class Diagram: Figure  05: Details Class Diagram.

 7 .5 Order Activity Diagram: Figure  06: Order Activity Diagram.  7 .6 Order 

Sequence Diagram: Figure  07: Order Sequence Diagram.  7 .7 Requirements:

 When developers analyze the  current system then they found some requirements 

which will be related with the new system. I have list out most important requirements for 

beginning of the project and the all requirements are divided into two parts. 7 .7.1 

Functional Requirements: ? Login system for role based ? Unregister user can view the

 foods. ? Only register user could be order through online ? Admin can add or delete 

item from cart. ? Customer can cancel order if food is not under cooking stage. ? Customer 

can view previous order history ? Customer can put comment on food ? Customer can 

provide prefer food items ? Admin can view report.  7 .7.2 Non- Functional 

Requirements: ? The system should be reliable. ? The system should be capable ? The 

system should be scalable ? The system should be robust. ? The system should be 

serviceable ? The system should be maintainable. ? The system should be secure  7 .7.3 

Web Application System:  Users are associated in web server application  by the 

web browser  because web server  applications are totally recline into the web 

browser. Web server application is  an individual stage and no machine  is needed 

to install.  It is only  necessary to have a web browser to use. Some  features 

of web application are given below ? Web server  not need to install because It can run 

directly ? Multi-tier application architecture usable in web server. ? Individual user system 
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used in web server. ? Example of web server application is Gmail, yahoo mail etc.  8. 

System Interface Figure  08: Log-in Page Figure  09: Register Page Figure 10:

 Home Page Figure 11:  Menu Page Figure 12:  Customer Reviews page Figure 

13:  Contact page Figure 14:  User Log-in Page Figure 15:  Successfully Log-in 

(Customer Profile) Figure 16: Payment System (1) Figure 17: Payment System (2) Figure 

18: Admin Dashboard Figure 19: Staff details Figure 19: Category details Figure 20: Add 

foods Figure 21: Order History Figure 22: Daily Report Figure 23: User Register Database 

Figure 24: Order Database 9. Testing 9.1 Introduction: The testing provides original results 

which will be happened and the expected results that will be matched. It will also ensure 

that the system of the software is error free and there is no problem. By implementing a 

software component or system component it will be involved to evaluate one or more 

feature. The testing of the software will also define if there are any missing requirements 

that the authorization want. The system testing can definite by two ways to use like 

manually or using the tools. 9.2 Test Planning: An accurate test planning must be needed so 

that it can be depended by the effective testing. To ensure the quality, an accurate test plan 

must be needed. It will also show the operative of the accomplishment. Two several parts 

into this testing like functional and non-functional testing. Based on my project, I have 

tested those parts and the results of the parts. 9.3 Functional Testing: 9.3.1 Unit Testing 1. 

Customer register Testing 2. Adding food Testing 3. Order item Testing 9.3.2 Integration 

Testing 1. Valid login Testing 2. Delete food items Testing 9 .4 Non-Functional Testing:

 9 .4.1 Acceptance Testing 1.  Customer payment Testing  9 .4.2 Compatibility 

Testing 1. Testing for the system open in mobile  9 .4.3 Accessibility Testing 1. Testing 

for acceptance of color  9 .4.4 Security Testing 1. Testing for store password as 

encrypted 2. Testing all date store in database  9 .5 Test Case:  9 .5.1 Test case for 

unit Testing – 1  Source: User Entry Tasks  Input Name of the Requirement: User 

Registration Priority: Must Have Customer will be Register for use the system  User 

Name: Fahima Khatun Email: fahima@gmail.com Password: ******** Expected result 

Actual result Action Registration completely successful Positive The system will give an error 
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message on display when the user name, email, password or any field remains empty or 

“The password confirmation does not match”. Figure 25: Registration page for customer 

9.5.2 Test case for unit Testing – 2 Name of the Requirement: View Food items by admin 

and customer Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have Tasks Admin and customers 

will view menu items and only admin will can add the new food items into the food page 

Input No, Input button in “Menu” page for customers Expected result Actual result Action 

After Login, They will move inside the page and view the menu items. Positive Unregister 

user can view the food items. Figure 26: Menu page for customer Figure 27: Foods page for 

admin 9.5.3 Test case for unit Testing – 3 Name of the Requirement: View customer order 

by admin Source: Function of system Tasks Input Priority: Must Have Admin can view 

customer orders No, Input button in “Orders” page for customers. Expected result After 

Login, They will move inside the page and view the customer “Orders” Actual result Action 

Positive Only Admin can view the customer orders. Figure 28: Admin can view the customer 

orders 9.5.4 Test case for Integration Testing – 1 Source: User Entry Tasks Name of the 

Requirement: User Login Priority: Must Have Customer will be login  into the system 

Input Email:  fahima @gmail.com Password:  ******* Expected result Actual result 

Action Wrong Email or Password Positive The system will give an error message on display 

when the email or password field remains empty or “The email and password confirmation 

does not match”. Figure 29: Wrong Email or Password Tasks Delete Name of the 

Requirement: Delete food items by admin Source: Function of system Priority: Must Have 

Admin can update or delete their food items Admin can remove their food items if they 

think, very much cost to create the food items and customer cannot order this food for high 

price. Expected result After Login, They will move inside the page then delete the food items 

to click the delete option. Actual result Action Positive Only Admin can update or delete the 

food items Figure 30: Update or Delete food item 9.5.6 Test case for Acceptance Testing 

Source: Function of system Tasks Delete Name of the Requirement: Customer Payment 

Priority: Must Have Payment for customer food orders Admin cannot remove customers 

payment list Expected result After Login, Admin will move inside the page and view the 

payment. Actual result Action Positive Only Admin can view the Payment for customer food 

orders Figure 31: Payment system 9.5.7 Test case for Compatibility Testing Source: 

Function of system Tasks Input Name of the Requirement: System will open by mobile 

Priority: Must Have Admin and customers will be open the System for their mobile Must be 

login by email id and password Expected result After Login, the admin and customers can be 

open the System for their mobile. Actual result Action Positive It’s suitable for customer and 
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admin because customer can be order and admin can be known update at any place. Figure 

32: Mobile log-in approach Name of the Requirement: Password Encrypted Source: Function 

of system Priority: Must Have Tasks Customer Password will be Encrypted. In which anyone 

cannot seen it. Input Customers must be provide the password if they want to visit the 

system. Expected result When the customers provide the password the password 

automatically encrypted for their safety. Actual result Action Positive If the password is not 

encrypted in that case it might be easily hacking by hacker and the customer facing 

different problem cause password hacking. Finally, it will be deadly for the system admin 

and restaurant owner. Figure 33: Encrypted Password Source: Function of system Tasks 

Input Name of the Requirement: Testing all data store in database Priority: Must Have Data 

must be store in database Must be login by email id and password Expected result 

Customers give the data for use the System that  is store into the database  Actual 

result Action Positive Yes, the Customers give the data for use the System that must be 

store into the database.  Figure 34: Store data into database 10. Implementation 10.1 

Choose of Programming Language: For creating and developing different kind of sites, there 

are different varieties programming languages are available. I have used different essential 

languages to generate this site like ? HTML ? CSS ? PHP v3.2.4 version ? JavaScript ? 

MySQL To design the login interface, I have used HTML and CSS here. Checking validation is 

one of the most significant segments for any system. Also, to verify the various pattern of 

accuracy I have used JavaScript and PHP to generate the system. I have used the 

framework design. I have also used PHP for the backend code to design the system. to run 

the system properly, PHP certainly needed for all kinds of insertion, modify, obliterate and 

login etc. Without this, there has a database system to kept all the data properly so that 

there will not remain any possibility of data losing. Without using the MySQL, it is not 

possible to add all the data in database. As I have the basic knowledge on PHP, JavaScript, 

HTML and CSS, so I don’t have to face that much difficulty. 11. Strength and Weakness of 

the System  11 .1 Strength of the system: Access level: Access level is  same for 

admin and customers. User friendly: User friendly Interface and Most of the basic functions 

are available. Online order Process: Easily orders food items by online system. Platform 

independent: Any user can use this system by a web browser.  11 .2 Weakness of the 

system: Database system: no backup system is available so somehow the database system 

will crush then all data will be lost. Security problem: Any types of attack can be happened 
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in the system Payment Method: Card payment system isn’t available in the system.

 12. Conclusion  As I have proposed for the online restaurant management system, 

I have done it completely with the minimal requirements finally. The system I have built be 

able to use anywhere at any time. I have tried to fulfill the total requirements for the 

project and I have to do a lot of analysis which helps me to complete my project 

successfully. Even though, I could not attach all of the objectives into the system but I have 

completed the core system. The restaurant basic activities can be completed through this 

system. By doing the project, I have researched a lot of things and gain a lot of knowledge 

which will be very helpful for my future career. Bibliography Barletta, D. (2017) humans of 
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Appendices 15.1 User Guide All customers can visit the website by using any browser but 

customer can’t order any food items without registration and log-In. So, at first customer 

have to fulfill the all condition of the restaurant for registration. After complete the 

registration the website will take automatically the Log-In page because the page have done 

by redirect. If the customer wants to go inside the website for orders any food items then 

customer will give the email id and password. Customer can view the profile which that 

information has been registered in this website. Customer will be able to update their profile 

if the customer wants to change any information. Also, Customer will be able to update their 

password if the old password is difficult to remember. If the customer wants to order any 

food items then the customer click into Ordernow button. After click the Ordernow button 

the website will take automatically the Billing address pages then the customer choose the 

number of quantity but customer cannot order more than 10. After choose the number of 

quantity then automatically show total price for number of order items then customer paid 

the total amount by the Bkash and customer type the Bkash TrxID then click into confirm 

button. If the customer wants to comment about of our menu items then the customer click 

the comment button then the website will take automatically the review page. Then 

customers type their message into message box then click  into the send message 

button.  If the  customers face any problem with restaurant then customer can 

contact with the restaurant manager by the contact information. 15.2 Admin Guide If the 
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admin wants to go inside the admin panel to view the orders, reports etc. then admin will 

give the email id and password. Admin can add the new staff. In that case admin have to 

fulfill the all condition for staff of the restaurant. After completed the condition for staff then 

the admin view the staff details from the admin panel. Admin can add the food category. In 

that case admin have to fulfill the all condition for food category of the restaurant. After 

completed the condition for food category then admin view the food category details from 

the admin panel. Admin can add the new foods. In that case admin have to fulfill the all 

condition for foods of the restaurant. After completed the condition for foods then the admin 

view the foods details from the admin panel. Admin can add the new payment method. In 

that case admin have to fulfill the all condition for payment method of the restaurant. After 

completed the condition for payment method then the admin view the payment method 

details from the admin panel. Admin can view the customer order form the admin panel. 

Then admin click the update button then the website will take automatically the update 

order status info page. Admin can confirm the customer pending orders from the admin 

panel Admin can view the customer review form the admin panel. Admin can view the daily 

sell monthly sell and yearly sell form the admin panel. 16. System Code 1. System Code for 

Sign-In page 2. System Code for Profile page 3. System Code for Profile update page 4. 

System Code for Password update page 5. System Code for Menu page 6. System Code for 

food orders page 7. System Code for food details page 8. System Code for contact page 9. 

System Code for about page 11. System Code for start page 14. System Code for staff add 

page 16. System Code for food category add page 17. System Code for food category 

update page 24. System Code for Guest message page 25. System Code for payments 

method page 26. System Code for sell report page 28. System Code for Logout page 191-
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